Developing stimulus-responsive biomaterials with easy-to-tailor properties is a highly desired goal of the tissue engineering community. A novel type of electroactive biomaterial, the conductive polymer, promises to become one such material. Conductive polymers are already used in fuel cells, computer displays and microsurgical tools, and are now finding applications in the field of biomaterials. These versatile polymers can be synthesised alone, as hydrogels, combined into composites or electrospun into microfibres. They can be created to be biocompatible and biodegradable. Their physical properties can easily be optimized for a specific application through binding biologically important molecules into the polymer using one of the many available methods for their functionalization. Their conductive nature allows cells or tissue cultured upon them to be stimulated, the polymers' own physical properties to be influenced post-synthesis and the drugs bound in them released, through the application of an electrical signal. It is thus little wonder that these polymers are becoming very important materials for biosensors, neural implants, drug delivery devices and tissue engineering scaffolds. Focusing mainly on polypyrrole, polyaniline and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene), we review conductive polymers from the perspective of tissue engineering. The basic properties of conductive polymers, their chemical and electrochemical synthesis, the phenomena underlying their conductivity and the ways to tailor their properties (functionalization, composites, etc.) are discussed.
Introduction
Electroactive biomaterials are a part of a new generation of ''smart'' biomaterials that allow the direct delivery of electrical, electrochemical and electromechanical stimulation to cells [1] [2] [3] [4] . The family of electroactive biomaterials includes conductive polymers, electrets, piezoelectric and photovoltaic materials [4] . Electrets and piezoelectric materials allow the delivery of an electrical stimulus without the need for an external power source, but the control over the stimulus is limited [4, 5] . Conductive polymers, on the other hand, allow excellent control of the electrical stimulus, possess very good electrical and optical properties, have a high conductivity/weight ratio and can be made biocompatible, biodegradable and porous [1, [5] [6] [7] . Furthermore, a great advantage of conductive polymers is that their chemical, electrical and physical properties can be tailored to the specific needs of their application by incorporating antibodies, enzymes and other biological moieties [1, 4, 7, 8] . Additionally, these properties can be altered and controlled through stimulation (e.g. electricity, light, pH) even after synthesis [3, [9] [10] [11] .
Considering the vast amount of new possibilities conductive polymers offer, we believe they will revolutionize the world of tissue engineering. Thus, we chose to gather together in this review all of the available information on the most commonly used conductive polymers, their biocompatibility, conductivity, synthesis, biomolecule doping and drug release applications.
The history of conductive polymers
First produced several decades ago [12] , today there are over 25 conductive polymer systems [13] . (For a list of conductive polymers see Table 1 .) They merge the positive properties of metals and conventional polymers -the ability to conduct charge, great electrical and optical properties -with flexibility in processing and ease of synthesis [13] . The early work on conductive polymers was triggered by the observation that the conductivity of polyacetylene, a polymer that is normally only semiconducting at best, increases by 10 million-fold when polyacetylene is oxidized using iodine vapour [12, 14] 
Polythiophene derivatives
A third very interesting conjugated polymer is poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), a polythiophene (PTh) derivative [2, 53] (Fig. 3) . PEDOT is formed by the polymerization of the bicyclic monomer 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene [14] . Compared to PTh, PEDOT has a dioxyalkylene bridging group across the 3-and 4-positions of its heterocyclic ring (Fig. 4) , greatly improving its properties by lowering its band gap, reduction and oxidation potential [14, 54] . This is also what grants PEDOT its good electrical, chemical and environmental stability [53] , and better conductivity and thermal stability than PPy [14, 53] .
Today, PEDOT is used in biosensing and bioengineering applications [2] , e.g. in neural electrodes [14, 53, 55] , nerve grafts and heart muscle patches [53] . In one interesting example, a neural electrode was interfaced with the surrounding brain tissue through the in situ polymerization of PEDOT [56] . This formed PEDOT filaments extending far enough away from the electrode to breach the glial scar around it and forming sensitive contacts with the plasma membrane of the neurons [56] . PEDOT has also been polymerized within acellular muscle tissue, where it formed a network of elongated tubular structures throughout the tissue [53] , in essence converting it into an extensive conductive three-dimensional substrate.
Another PTh derivate of interest is poly(3-hexylthiophene) (PHT) [57] . PHT possesses good solubility in organic solvents, excellent environmental stability and electrical conductivity [57] , and has also been successfully electrospun with poly(lactide-coglycolide) (PLGA) into nanofibres [57] .
The source of their conductivity
Simply put, conductive polymers can conduct charge thanks to the ease with which electrons jump within and between the chains Table 1 A list of conductive polymers and their abbreviations [172] [173] [174] [175] .
Polypyrrole (PPy) Polyaniline (PANI) Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDT, PEDOT) Polythiophene (PTh) Polythiophene-vinylene (PTh-V) Poly(2,5-thienylenevinylene) (PTV) Poly(3-alkylthiophene) (PAT) Poly(p-phenylene) (PPP) Poly-p-phenylene-sulphide (PPS) Poly(p-phenylenevinylene) (PPV) Poly(p-phenylene-terephthalamide) (PPTA) Polyacetylene (PAc) Poly(isothianaphthene) (PITN) Poly(a-naphthylamine) (PNA) Polyazulene (PAZ) Polyfuran (PFu) Polyisoprene (PIP) Polybutadiene (PBD) Poly(3-octylthiophnene-3-methylthiophene) (POTMT) Poly(p-phenylene-terephthalamide) (PPTA) Fig. 1 . The structure of polypyrrole [172, 173, 176] . Little information is known about the structures of most conductive polymers. This is a result of the difficulty in finding a solvent that produces single crystals of the polymer and the degradation of the polymer in X-ray diffraction studies [172, 173, 176, 177, 182] . of the polymer [2] . The conductivity in reality arises from a combination of a number of factors. The polymers possess a conjugated backbone (Fig. 5) , meaning that it is formed by a series of alternating single and double bonds [2, 12] . Single and double bonds both contain a chemically strong, localized r-bond, while double bonds also contain a less strongly localized p-bond [58] . The p-orbitals in the series of p-bonds overlap each other, allowing the electrons to be more easily delocalized (i.e. they do not belong to a single atom, but to a group of atoms) and move freely between the atoms [2, 8, 12, 59] . The final key to the conductivity of these polymers is the dopant [2, 20, 58] . The polymer is synthesized in its oxidized, conducting form, and only in the presence of the dopant molecule (a negative charge/anion in most cases) is the backbone stabilized and the charge neutralized [60] . Parallel to this, the dopant introduces a charge carrier into this system by removing or adding electrons from/to the polymer chain and relocalizing them as polarons or bipolarons (a loosely held, but localized, electron surrounded by a crystal lattice distortion; Fig. 6 ) [2, 20, 58, 61] . As an electrical potential is applied, the dopants start to move in or out of the polymer (depending on the polarity), disrupting the stable backbone and allowing charge to be passed through a polymer in the form of the above-mentioned polarons and bipolarons [2, 20, 58] . For an elegant explanation of the phenomena behind the conductivity of these polymers, see the paper by Bredas and Streer [61] .
Conductivity in PPy specifically is due to p-type (bipolaron) conduction, the inter-chain hopping of electrons and the motion of anions or cations within the material [13, 39, 62] . PPy can possess a conductivity of up to 7.5 Â 10 3 S cm À1 (Table 2 ) [63] . The exact value depends on the charge transfer to adjacent molecules, the polaron, the chain and the conjugation length, and can be controlled by using different types and quantities of dopants [39, 64] . The primary factor that limits the conductivity of PPy is the ''disorder'' (i.e. the defect sites) in the PPy backbone [54, 62] . More of these defects can form as a result of redox switching or exposure to oxygen or water, resulting in the slow deterioration of conductivity [54, 65] . Fig. 2 . The structure of polyaniline [174, [178] [179] [180] [181] . Fig. 3 . The repeat units of polythiophene and some further conductive polymers [63, [172] [173] [174] 182] . It is energetically favourable to localize this charge and surround it with a local distortion of the crystal lattice. (C) A charge surrounded by a distortion is known as a polaron (a radical ion associated with a lattice distortion [63] ). (D) The polaron can travel along the polymer chain, allowing it to conduct electricity.
Emaraldine base PANI has low conductivity in the range of 10 À10 S cm À1 , while its salt, created by modifying the base's oxidative state, is conductive with 30 S cm À1 [41, 45, 46, 63] . The exact conductivity depends on the method of preparation, and can be controlled by submerging the emaraldine base in aqueous solutions of picric, camphorsulfonic or phosphoric acids [45] . The increase in conductivity between the base and salt forms is explained by the polymer's molecular structure [66] : in its base state the polymer chains are coiled, while in its salt form the additional positive charges in the polymer repel each other extending the chains (Fig. 2) [66] . In its extended coil form electrons are easier to delocalize, thus resulting in an increased conductivity [66] . PANI was reported to maintain its conductivity, albeit reduced by three magnitudes, for 100 h under physiological conditions [67] .
The key: doping
As mentioned above, it is the doping process that introduces the charge carriers (polarons and bipolarons) into the polymer and renders it conductive [2, 15] . Similarly to what happens in semiconductor technology, this can happen two ways: p-doping, where the polymer is oxidized and will have a positive charge, and n-doping, where the polymer is reduced and will possess a negative charge [2, 14, 58, 66] .
The doping process occurs during synthesis and can be carried out chemically, electrochemically or via photodoping [15, 16, 68] . In most cases when the dopant is a biological molecule, as many of them are not capable of the redox chemistry that is necessary for chemical synthesis, the electrochemical method has to be used. In this case, the biological molecule has to be charged and placed with the monomer when the electrochemical synthesis occurs [15, 68] .
There is a proportional relationship between the amount of dopant used and the conductivity of the doped polymer [64] . The conductivity can be further increased by choosing a different dopant, but this will affect the surface and bulk structural properties (e.g. colour, porosity, volume) of the polymer [2, 15, 16, 59 ]. The doping is reversible, as an electrical potential applied through the polymer will cause the dopant to leave or re-enter the polymer, switching it between its conductive and insulating redox states [3, 16, 59] .
Dopants can be separated into two categories based on their molecular size: small dopants (e.g. Cl ) and largedopants (e.g. sodium polystyrenesulfonate, PSS) will behave and affect the polymer itself differently [2, 15, 20, 65] . Both will affect the conductivity and structural properties of the polymer, but large dopants will affect the material properties more dramatically and can, for example, increase the density. Large dopants are more integrated into the polymer and will not be leached out with time or with the application of an electrical stimulus, granting the polymer greater electrochemical stability [20, 60, 65] . With the application of a reducing electrical potential, due to their immobility rather than the large dopants expulsing, a cation (positive charge) is forced to enter the polymer [20, 60] . Small dopants, on the other hand, can leave and re-enter the polymer with electrical stimulation [15, 62] , forming the basis of the drug release applications of conductive polymers. This also allows the physical properties of the polymer to be controlled through cycling between doping (oxidation) and dedoping (reduction) [15, 62] .
Surface roughness, morphology, wettability and stiffness are known to affect the adhesion and proliferation of multiple cell types [69] [70] [71] [72] . It is therefore important to note the effect dopants can have on the bulk and surface material properties of conductive polymers [62, 73, 74] . Indeed, the use of different dopants (and the amount used) has been observed to alter these material properties differently [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] : for example, hyaluronic acid (HA) doped PPy is rougher and more brittle than PSS-doped PPy [73] . The roughness of chondroitin sulphate (CS) incorporated PPy increases as a function CS concentration [77] . When the effects of five biologically relevant dopants -dextran sulphate (DS), poly(2-methoxyaniline-5-sulfonic acid) (PMAS), para-toluenesulfonic (pTS) acid, HA and CS -were compared, it was found that the PMAS-and CS-doped films possessed a much lower surface roughness and Young's modulus than the films prepared with the other three dopants [76] . In the same study, it was also noted that the PMAS-and CS-doped films supported the adhesion and differentiation of skeletal myoblasts much better than their counterparts [76] . These observations show the connection between dopant, material property and cellular behaviour, and emphasize the importance of keeping this connection in mind when choosing the doping molecule [76] .
Small and polymeric anions, buffer salts and biologically important proteins, enzymes and antibodies have all been used as dopants for PPy [14, 37, 73, 80] . Some dopant molecules, such as poly(glutamic acid) (PGlu), can act as tethers, covalently binding additional molecules into the polymer [36] . This allows the binding of molecules that do not possess charge and thus could not be used as a dopant in a normal case [36] . For example, PGlu was successfully used to bind polylysine and laminin [36] .
Similarly to the other conductive polymers, PEDOT needs a balancing counterion as a dopant for its polymerization [14] . One such dopant that is commonly used is PSS [14] , but biologically relevant molecules like heparin, nerve growth factor (NGF), HA and fibrinogen [8, 55] have also been used, improving the biocompatibility of PEDOT [55] .
Doping with a biomolecule can have negative side effects. For example, the use of collagen was shown to result in bad film integrity [24] , while HA, when applied to promote angiogenesis, was observed to reduce the electrical conductivity of the polymer [73] .
Synthesis and processing
There are currently two main methods for synthesizing conductive polymers: chemical and electrochemical [7, 14, 39, 58] .
During chemical synthesis the monomer solution is mixed with an oxidizing agent (e.g. ferric chloride, ammonium persulfate) [81, 82] . This process creates a powder or a thick film of the polymer, and allows its bulk production, which makes it the method of choice for commercial applications [82, 83] . An additional advantage of chemical polymerization is that it can be used to create all types of conductive polymers, including some novel conducting polymers that cannot be synthesized with the electrochemical method [15] . Unfortunately, the conductivity of the polymers when synthesized using the chemical method has always been lower than their electrochemically synthesized counterparts [83] . Additionally, the conductivity of the created polymer is known to be highly sensitive to the choice and purity of the solvent, the oxidant, the relative concentration of the reagents, reaction time, temperature, stirring rate, etc., making reliable and repeatable chemical synthesis a difficult thing to do [83] [84] [85] [86] . Table 2 The conductivity values of some conductive polymers (adapted from Ref. [63] The polymerization mechanism of the chemical synthesis of PPy was shown in a recent study [81] : as the first step, pyrrole is oxidized to give a radical cation. The radical cation reacts with a neutral monomer, followed by oxidation and deprotonation, giving a dimer (an oligomer of two monomers). The dimer is also oxidized, yielding a dimeric radical cation. This combines with a new neutral monomer, providing a trimer (an oligomer of three monomers). This reaction continues and the chain grows monomer by monomer [81] . The polymerization of PANI and PTh has been suggested to be similar [81] .
Electrochemical polymerization (Fig. 7) occurs by applying an electrical current through electrodes placed into a solution containing the monomer of the polymer, the solvent and the doping agent [87] [88] [89] . This method allows the deposition of a thin film of the polymer with a well-controlled thickness (down to 20 nm) and morphology [7, 15, 88] . The electrical current causes the monomer to deposit and oxidize on the positively charged working electrode, forming insoluble polymer chains [15] . The properties of the synthesized film will be specified by the deposition charge and time, the temperature, the solvent, the doping agent and the electrode system [28, 68, 78, [90] [91] [92] [93] . Electrochemical polymerization only allows the synthesis of the polymer, if its monomer can undergo oxidation in the presence of an electrical potential [15] . All of the main conductive polymers currently in use (e.g. PPy, PANI, PEDOT) fulfil this criterion [15] .
Electrochemical synthesis can be carried out using three techniques: the galvanostatic, the potentiostatic and potentiodynamic methods [7, 8, 14] . In potentiostatic polymerization, the potential of the electrodes is controlled, while the current varies [7] . This protects the integrity of the component to be coated, making this method ideal for the manufacture of biosensors. The electrical current can vary depending on a number of factors (e.g. the electrode material, the plating conditions), thus a coulometer is necessary to control the amount of polymer that is deposited [7, 14] . In galvanostatic polymerization, the electrical current is controlled instead of the potential. This means that the rate at which the polymer is deposited is steady and can be controlled accurately [7, 14] . During potentiodynamic deposition, the polymerizing potential is swept between a low and high potential limit in cycles [94, 95] . This causes the polymer to be deposited in layers, with each layer becoming electrically active before the next one is synthesized [96] . Potentiodynamic electrosynthesis has been observed to produce a different surface morphology to the potentiostatic and galvanostatic methods [94] . For example, in a study comparing PEDOT synthesized using the three methods, it was found that the potentiostatic and galvanostatic routes produced a porous, globular surface, while the potentiodynamic method generated a rod-like, fibrous morphology [94] .
Electrochemical synthesis enables the rapid deposition of conductive polymers in situ, but the amount of bioactive molecules that can be doped into the polymer this way is limited [28, 40] . Additionally, as this method requires an electrode for the polymer to be deposited upon, the range of shapes and quantities that can be synthesized will be restricted by the geometry and surface area of the electrode [65, 97] . This requirement for an electrode also makes the creation of composites with this method difficult [65] . In contrast to this, chemical synthesis allows the easy creation of composites and was used to combine PPy with polymers such as poly(D,L-lactide) (PDLLA), poly(methyl methacrylate), polyvinylchloride, polystyrene and polyurethane [28, 65] .
Composites
One way to compensate for the shortcomings of a conductive polymer is to use it together with another polymer, combining the positive qualities of both materials [38] .
For example, PPy is brittle after synthesis [2, 65, 98] . To give it flexibility, PPy has been deposited onto polyester [97] and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) fabrics [98] . PPy-coated polyester fabrics were shown to be cytocompatible and support the growth of cells after an initial period of reduced adhesion [97] . Unfortunately, normal deposition will not covalently bind PPy and thus the coating formed will eventually release the surface [99] . In an attempt to overcome this, polyester fabrics were covalently combined with N-modified PPy, which is much less prone to delamination [98, 99] . PPy was also combined with PDLLA -either deposited onto its surface as a film or into its matrix as nanoparticles [37, 65, 100, 101] -yielding a flexible, biocompatible and biodegradable composite with improved conductivity compared to the PPy-coated polyester fabrics [35, 100, 101] . PPy/PDLLA was able to maintain its electroactivity for up to 1000 h, and supported the growth of fibroblasts [65] . In vivo, when implanted in rats, it caused only minor inflammation [101] . Another biodegradable composite was created through the polymerization of PPy in the presence of the natural polymer dextran [102] . The nanocomposite produced was demonstrated to possess good conductivity and an interesting anti-microbial capability [102] . Paper-like nanocellulose-PPy composites have also been created [31] . These have excellent mechanical strength, flexibility and durability, while possessing high conductivity, high capacity and a fast ion exchange speed [31] . When PPy was combined with carbon nanotubes, it produced improved conductivity and gave excellent biocompatibility [62] . In another example, PPy was combined with poly(2-methoxy-5-aniline sulfonic acid) (PMAS), a water-soluble self-doped PANI [20] . PPy-PMAS is a hydrophobic composite with low electrical impedance, and was shown to support the adhesion and proliferation of PC-12 nerve cells [20] . PPy was even combined with animal tissue but, as the monomer was not able to permeate the tissue, it was only deposited on the surface [103, 104] .
Composites of PANI and polypropylene (PP) were created for neurobiological applications [46] . The PANI-PP fibres produced supported the adhesion of primary dorsal root ganglion neurons well, especially when coated with a ligand [46] . A similar composite was created from PANI and polycaprolactone for cardiac tissue regeneration [47] . PEDOT-based composites were synthesized by combining the polymer with carbon nanotubes to produce very promising high-performance neural electrodes [105, 106] .
Electrospinning
Electrospinning is a versatile process that allows the production of nano-and micrometre-scale fibres from a wide range of polymers [29, 33] . During electrospinning, a high-voltage electrostatic field is used to draw a jet from a polymer solution [33] . As this jet travels toward a collector electrode, the solvent evaporates and a polymer fibre is formed [33] .
Attempts have been made to process conductive polymers into nano-and microfibres through electrospinning [29, 57] . Conductive polymers can be electrospun alone [29, 33, 107] , but this requires organic solvent-soluble PPy [33] or, in the case of PANI, chemical conditions (e.g. doping and dissolution in hot sulphuric acid) that might make the created fibres unsuitable for biological applications [50] . Thus conductive polymers are usually combined with spinnable polymers (e.g. polyethylene oxide, polystyrene) [2, 33, 57] .
One way to do this is to coat electrospun fibres with the conductive polymer [107] . PPy-coated fibroin fibres were demonstrated to support the adherence and proliferation of MSCs and fibroblasts [107] . PPy was also grown on PLGA fibres, and was shown to allow the growth and differentiation of PC-12 cells and hippocampal neurons [6] .
Another method is to blend with a carrier material such as poly(ethylene oxide) or poly(vinly cinnamate) before the electrospinning process [33, 50] . Using this method, PANI has been electrospun with polycaprolactone (PCL) to create a substrate for cardiac [47] and skeletal muscle tissue engineering [108] . Nanofibres of PANI-poly(L-lactide-co-e-caprolactone) (PLCL) have also been electrospun and reported to support the adhesion of human dermal fibroblasts, NIH-3T3 fibroblasts and C2C12 myoblasts [109] . PANI-PCL nanofibres were also successfully used to promote the fusion and maturation of C2C12 myoblasts [110] . Fibres of PANIgelatine were observed to support the attachment and proliferation of H9c2 rat cardiac myoblasts to an extent similar to tissue culture plastic [19] .
The blending affects the material properties of the resultant fibres: electrical conductivity will be compromised [2] and the diameter of the resultant fibres will be decreased [2, 57] . Nonetheless, conductive, flexible and biocompatible nanofibrous scaffolds produced through electrospinning are very attractive substrates for neural tissue and other engineering applications [2, 33, 48] .
Hydrogels
Conductive polymers have also been successfully polymerized inside hydrogel networks [11, 55, 111] . This allows the creations of electroactive hydrogels, which combine the redox switching capabilities of conductive polymers with the fast ion mobility and biocompatibility of hydrogels [11, 112] . These electroactive hydrogels can be produced with a wide range of dimensions, binding bioactive molecules and nanotemplated to mimic the extracellular matrix [111, 112] . These properties make them ideal for implantable biosensors, drug release devices and deep-brain stimulators [11, 112] . Examples of electroactive hydrogels are the PANI-PVP, PANI-polyacrylamide and PPy/PANI-polyacrylamide hydrogels [11, 111] .
PPy has also been electrochemically grown within support hydrogels made out of poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) p(HEMA) [38, 112] or made into a hydrogel using a PMAS dopant [68] . The PPy synthesized this way has an extremely large surface area, thus giving the PPy hydrogel an impedance that is much lower than that of a PPy film [17] . A similar hydrogel composite was created using PPy and complex mucopolysaccharides, and was shown to be able to release the proteins bound in it during synthesis upon the application of an electrical potential [80] . The hydrogel composites were shown to be non-cytotoxic, making them an ideal material for drug release, and neural and muscular tissue engineering [38, 112] .
Biocompatibility
Good cellular response to the biomaterial is essential for many biomedical applications [113, 114] . Therefore it is important that many types of conductive polymers (e.g. PPy, PANI, PTh and polyethyleneimine (PEI)) polyethyleneimine) have been shown to support the growth of a large variety of cell types [1, 2, 67, 115] . Additionally, the biocompatibility of conductive polymers, if insufficient, can easily be improved through bonding biocompatible molecules, segments and side chains onto the polymer [116] .
Although the biocompatibility of PPy has been questioned in some cases, it was demonstrated to support the in vitro adhesion, growth and differentiation of a wide range of cell types [1, 2] , including bone [1, 100] , neural [37, 43, 44, 73, 100] , glial [117] , rat pheochromacytoma [8] and endothelial [73, 97, 100] cells, fibroblasts [24, 118] , keratinocytes [24] and mesenchymal stem cells [40] . Schwann cells treated with a PPy powder solution showed no signs of acute toxicity, mutagenesis, pyretogen, haemolysis or allergic responses [40] . Composite meshes of PPy-PLGA were shown to be biocompatible with embryonic hippocampal neurons and PC-12 cells [6] . The biocompatibility of polyester fabrics was shown not to be affected by the presence of a PPy coating [98] .
PPy's good biocompatibility was also shown in animal models [1, 21, 39] : results indicate that PPy has no significant long-term effect in vivo [97] , or induces only a minimal tissue response [114, 116] . For example, when PPy films were implanted into the cerebral cortexes of rats, they were tolerated well and allowed the formation of complex neural networks [20] . In a study looking at chemically synthesized PPy, no cytotoxic or allergic response was found in mice [74] . Neither did the spleen, liver and kidney indexes of the mice change as a result of implanting PPy [74] . It was also demonstrated in mice that PPy does not cause haemolysis or changes in blood coagulation [97] .
There are also a few reports of reduced biocompatibility. Human mesenchymal stem cells were shown to grow less on silk fibroin mats when those were coated with PPy [107] . Endothelial cells adhered less with increased PPy coating thickness [44] . In a similar investigation, endothelial cells were unable to synthesize DNA on neutral PPy, but no such problems were witnessed if the polymer was in the oxidized redox state [119] . In another study, bovine aortic endothelial cells only poorly adhered to PPy substrates that were not precoated with fibronectin [13] . PPy nanoparticles have also been observed to have an adverse affect on human lung fibroblast and mouse alveolar macrophage viability [120] .
This variation in biocompatibility is theorized to be due to the different preparation protocols used in the experiments, as it was shown that rinsing, extraction and ageing all have a significant effect on biocompatibility [31] . If PPy is appropriately prepared with repeated steps of rinsing and extraction, the polymer should be completely cytocompatible [31, 118] . These preparatory steps are necessary to remove the impurities, reactants, monomers and shorter oligomers (remnants of the synthesis) that are believed to be the cause of any reduced biocompatibility [13, 31] . As mentioned above, the dopants and the synthesis conditions might also have affected the behaviour of cells in a negative way, as these change the surface topography of the polymer, which can result in altered cell behaviour [13] .
The reports regarding PANI's biocompatibility are mixed: it was stated to support neural cell growth [2, 66] , provide acceptable proliferation and adhesion [52] , maintain sufficient biocompatibility [2] and not cause significant inflammation [51] . Both the emeraldine base and emeraldine salt forms of PANI were reported to be cytocompatible regarding H9c2 cardiac myoblasts and not to result in inflammation in rodent models [2, 48, 67] . In a similar investigation, none of the emeraldine, nigraniline and leucoemeraldine forms of PANI were found to invoke an inflammatory response in rats during a 90 day period [121] . It was also stated to be overtly noncytotoxic, but to require surface treatments to enhance its biocompatibility [46] . For example, PC-12 cells were reported to poorly adhere to untreated PANI, but this was greatly improved by coating the polymer with adhesive peptides (e.g. YIGSR) [3, 48, 67] .
Other investigations have reported poor cell adhesion and growth [15] , tissue incompatibility [2] and fibrous tissue formation in rats [46] . Considerable cytotoxicity was observed regarding immortalized keratinocyte and hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines [52] . Similarly to PPy, the insufficient biocompatibility is theorized to be the result of small amounts of residual acid dopants and lowmolecular-weight by-products still being present and leaking out of the polymer [52, 67] . These by-products can be removed by additional curing and purification steps [52, 67] .
PEDOT has shown good biocompatibility, amongst others, with epithelial [2] , neural [8] and neuroblastoma cells [122] , L929 [123] and NIH3T3 fibroblasts [2] . For example, both PSS and tosylate anion-doped PEDOT films were demonstrated to support the adhesion and proliferation of fibroblasts [123] . Similarly, SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cells adhered well and displayed a healthy morphology on PEDOT-coated PET fibres [122] . There are some reports that PEDOT shows light cytotoxicity, but the inflammatory response towards it in vivo is good [2, 124] . In an attempt to enhance its compatibility with neural tissue, PEDOT was doped with NGF and indeed supported the growth of PC-12 cells [8] . The doping of PEDOT with multiwall carbon nanotubes yielded an excellent electrode material that, when implanted into rats for 6 weeks, produced a tissue response lower than that of platinum [125] . Similarly, PEDOT nanotube-coated electrodes implanted into the barrel cortex of rats were found to be accompanied by a better tissue response than their uncoated counterparts [126] .
Functionalization for a specific application
Optimizing the material properties (roughness, porosity, hydrophobicity, conductivity, degradibility) of conductive polymers and the binding of biological molecules (that makes conductive polymers so promising for biomedical applications) can be done through four major chemical ways (Fig. 8 ) [15] : (A) Through adsorption. In this method, a solution of the functionalizing agent is placed in contact with the polymer after it has already been synthesized. The biomolecule is physically absorbed due the static interactions between the polymer matrix and the charge of the molecule [127] . Although this method is the simplest to carry out, the outcome is sensitive to pH, and the biomolecule is prone to leaching out and can compromise the conductivity of the polymer [15, 127, 128] . (B) By entrapping the molecule inside the polymer [129] . This is achieved by mixing the functionalizing molecule with the monomer of the polymer, the dopant and the solvent prior to synthesis [129] . Upon electrochemical polymerization, the molecules of the functionalizing agent in the proximity of the electrode are incorporated into the growing polymer [129] . This technique is primarily applied to bind large molecules (e.g. enzymes, DNA), as these will be unable to leave the polymer once entrapped due to their size [130, 131] . Both adsorption and entrapping are simple techniques that allow the incorporation of biomolecules without a chemical reaction that could affect their activity -which is something that could happen with, for example, covalent binding [129] . Therefore, these methods lend themselves to biosensor applications. For example, physical absorption has been used to successfully bind calf thymus DNA onto PPy in order to create a biosensor for toxicants [128] . Entrapping has been used to bind enzymes such as glucose oxidase to create glucose sensors [130, 132, 133] , and to bind DNA to detect aromatic amines, cDNA and Hep C virus [131] . Even live bacterial cells have been incorporated in an attempt to create a urea biosensor [134] . Absorption has also been used to improve the biocompatibility of neural electrodes: polylysine absorbed into PEDOT:PSS-coated electrodes was shown to promote the long-term survival of neural cells [135] . (C) By covalently bonding the molecule to the monomer of the polymer. With this method, the biological molecules will be strongly bound and will not be released, thereby enhancing the long-term stability of the polymer [23, 136] . However, the conductivity of the polymer (as with absorption) might be compromised [15] . A good example of the covalent method is the binding of cysteines to the beta-positions on PPy with strong sulfide bonds. These cysteines can then serve as sites to covalently anchor further bioactive molecules [136, 137] . Similar binding sites were created through the use of N-hydroxyl succinimidyl ester pyrrole [23, 34] , an intermediate photocrosslinker consisting of polyallylamine conjugated to an arylazido functional group [35] , and poly(ethylene glycol) methacrylate graft copolymerization [26] . These binding sites were successfully used to bind NGF and heparin [23, 26] . Such binding sites have been demonstrated to not always be necessary: in a novel study, Bax et al. [138] used plasma immersion ion implantation to modify the surface of PPy allowing the covalent binding of tropoelastin and collagen I without a chemical linking molecule. (D) By exploiting the very doping process that renders conductive polymers conductive. This allows the bonding of a wide range of biomolecules as long as they are charged [8, 23, [139] [140] [141] [142] . For example, growth factors, collagen, heparin, chitosan and ATP have already been successfully bound in conductive polymers via doping [2, 16, 68] . Unfortunately, introducing bioactive molecules through doping allows only a relatively small amount of the molecules to be bound, while also having a greater negative effect on the polymer's conductivity than covalent bonding [2, 16, 23] .
A wide range of biologically important molecules have been used to improve the bioactivity of PPy: for example, dermatan sulphate was used to increase keratinocyte viability [24] , heparin was incorporated to promote endothelial cell proliferation [65, 143] , doping with laminin-derived peptides aided in neuron and astrocyte adhesion [143] , NGF and poly-L-glutamic acid enhanced neuronal growth [144] , while HA and CS were used for skeletal myoblast growth and differentiation [68] . In one study, PPy was doped using laminin-derived peptides p20 and p31 [144] . Both promoted neuroectoderm formation from human embryonic stem cells, but p20 enhanced neural differentiation more, while p31 better aided adhesion and spreading [144] . In other studies, PPy has been functionalized using HA to enhance vascularization [73, 139] , NGF to improve compatibility with neural cells [8] , and heparin [28] and fibronectin [59] to promote cellular adhesion.
Covalently binding cell-adhesive agents, such as Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD), fibronectin, heparin and HA, onto the surface of PPy has also been used to enhance the polymer's cytocompatibility [17, 25, 34, 40, 137] .
Covalent modification has been used to improve the biocompatibility of PANI as well [48] . For example, the adhesive molecule RGD was covalently bound onto the surface of the polymer [48] . A substrate prepared this way was able to support PC-12 cells and induce neuritogenesis in the absence of neurotrophins [48] .
Physical guidance cues, such as topographical features, can also be used to make a conductive polymer better suited for a certain application [42] -for example, through increasing the roughness of the surface or micropatterning [2, 58] . Microchannel-patterned PPy was shown to increase the speed at which embryonic hippocampal neurons polarize [42] .
Biodegradibility
Although many conductive polymers (e.g. PPy and PTh) are not inherently biodegradable [2, 4, 41] , they can be made to be so [47, 58, 145] . One of the three main routes is to synthesize the conductive polymer as a composite together with a biodegradable polymer [15, 146] . For example, erodible PPy nanoparticle-polylactide (PLA) [18, 65] and PPy-PLLA [28, 147] composites have been successfully prepared. Although this combines the positive properties of both polymers [101] , it does not solve the problem of removing the conductive polymer from the body after the degradable polymer has disappeared [18, 146] . An advantage of this method is that the conductivity and rate of degradation can be controlled by choosing the right ratio of the two polymers [15] . The second route is to modify the conductive polymer itself. The addition of ionizable (butyric acid) or hydrolysable (butyric ester) side groups to the backbone of PPy has been reported to render it degradable [1, 11, 148] . Again, choosing the amount of these groups allows researchers to set the rate of degradation [11] . As a third solution to the problem, small chains of PPy that can undergo gradual erosion and renal clearance simply due to their small size were electrochemically synthesized [148] . (For a more detailed description of the biodegradability of conductive polymers, see the excellent review by Guo et al. [145] ).
Drug delivery
Many disciplines of science, including the medical, pharmaceutical and agricultural fields, require the controlled delivery of chemical compounds [11] . This has been a great challenge, but now the use of conductive polymers as a substrate material for controllable drug delivery devices promises to overcome this [11, 111, 141] . Why are conductive polymers so promising? The molecules bound in such polymers through doping can be controllably expelled through the application of a reducing (negative) electrical potential [11, 111, 141, 142] . The fact that they can be made porous and have delocalized charge carriers aids in the diffusion of the bound molecules, adding a further reason why conductive polymers are very suitable for drug release applications [11] . In experiments, many therapeutic drugs, such as 2-ethylhexyl phosphate [149] , dopamine [150] , naproxen [151] , heparin [142] , NGF [35] and dexamethasone [141] , have already been bound and successfully released from these polymers [141] . Using PPy, neurotrophin-3 [116, 140] , brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) [140] and NGF were delivered successfully and initiated neural growth and differentiation [8, 21, 23] . Heparin was released from a poly(vinyl alcohol) hydrogel formed on a PPy film [142] , while in another experiment heparin was not released into the medium, but was exposed on the surface when an electrical potential between À0.4 and À0.7 V was applied for 90 s [9] . The antiinflammatory drug dexamethasone was successfully released from a 50 nm thin film using cyclic voltammetry [141] . The release was proportional to the number of stimulation cycles [141] . The expulsion of the molecules generally seems to happen quite rapidly, in just a few minutes, which can be considered an advantage or a disadvantage of conductive polymers, depending on the application [27, 35, 116] .
There are, however, a few factors that limit the application of conductive polymers for drug release: for example, the molecules loaded into the polymer tend to leach out through diffusion, to be replaced by other molecules from the polymer's environment [27, 35, 116] . This passive loss of load is further worsened by the fact that only a relatively small amount of drug can be bound in the polymer in the first place [27, 35, 116] . Additionally, both charge and molecular weight restrict which molecules can be bound and released [27] . This can be easily overcome through the use of biotin-streptavidin coupling [27] . Biotin acts as the dopant, while the bioactive molecule is covalently bound to the biotin. The molecule is then released with electrical stimulation [27] . A further bonus is that biotin provides more uniform release kinetics [27] .
A further hindering problem is the fatigue of conductive polymers with repeated cycles of electrical stimulation [11] : repeated cycles can cause irreversible oxidation in the polymer, which coincides with dedoping and reduced conductivity, which ultimately limits its useful lifetime [11, 14] . For example, a PPy/PPS composite was shown to retain only 5% of its original conductivity after the application of 0.4 V for 16 h [14] . Repeated stimulation cycles not only cause functional problems, but also structural ones. The continuous movement of doping agents in and out of the polymer, and the subsequent swelling and deswelling, causes cracks, delamination and the overall degradation of the polymer [14] .
Electrical stimulation delivered through a conductive scaffold
Electrical stimulation (ES) has many noted beneficial effects, such as enhanced nerve regeneration in vivo [5] . Conductive polymers lend themselves as excellent novel scaffolds for a more efficient delivery of this stimulus type. The most commonly reported result of ES delivered with this technique is greater neurite outgrowth in nerve cells [20, 23, 37, 116, 140, 152] . For example, PC-12 cells have been reported to have 50% more neurites on NGF-doped PPy films when ES is applied [35] . Similarly, PC-12 stimulated with 10 mV cm À1 on PPy-PLGA scaffolds formed an increased number of neuritis, and the overall length of these neurites was also greater than without stimulation [6] . Very similar results were found on PPy-PDLLA [153] and PLLA-PANI scaffolds [49] . In a recent study by Weng et al. [154] , ES was delivered through inkjet-printed collagencoated PPy tracks to PC-12 cells [154] . The stimulation was shown to increase and direct neurite outgrowth parallel to the PPy tracks [154] . The reason behind this increase in neurite outgrowth has been postulated to be enhanced fibronectin adsorption onto the conductive polymer scaffolds [5] , coupled with the effect that the electrical field has on the proteins and ion channels within the cell membrane [154] . ES has been demonstrated to have other desirable effects on nerve cells: 250 Hz biphasic current delivered via PPy/PMAS composite films was observed to increase neural differentiation in the presence of NGF [20] . Similarly, enhanced proliferation and neurite outgrowth was noted when neural cells were stimulated on nanofibrous PANI-PG scaffolds [66] . When ES was delivered through fibrillar collagen-coated PPy scaffolds, rat pheochromocytoma nerve cells displayed signs of increased neural differentiation [152] . Schwann cells cultured on chitosan-PPy composites showed greater viability and increased their NGF and BDNF mRNA expression when a stimulus of 100 mV mm À1 was applied [155] .
Other cell and tissue types could also benefit from ES delivered through a conductive scaffold. The growth of NIH-3T3 fibroblasts was increased by ES delivered through a PANI-based electrospun scaffold [109] . This effect on fibroblast proliferation was also observed with DC current stimulation delivered through PPy-PDLLA scaffolds [65] . In another study, human cutaneous fibroblasts stimulated on PPy-PLLA films showed greatly increased viability, mitochondrial activity, and IL-6 and IL-8 secretion [146, 147] . Aortic endothelial cells cultured on fibronectin-coated PPy spread out when an oxidizing potential was applied, but were rounded and synthesized DNA to a lesser extent when the polymer was reduced to its neutral state [59] . Cardiomyocytes cultured on PANI-PLGA composite nanofibres have been shown to synchronize their beating as a result of ES [156] .
These beneficial effects have been theorized to be the result of negative ion release from and positive ion (e.g. Na + ) uptake by the polymer [5, 15] , electrophoretic redistribution of cell surface receptors [5] and the increased adsorption of ECM molecules like fibronectin onto the polymer [26, 142] . It is also worth noting that applying an electrical current through the conductive polymer will gradually increase its resistivity, thereby limiting its useful life time [37] , and that long-term exposure of cells to high electrical currents (in the range of 1 mA and above) can have a cytotoxic effect [118] .
The electromechanical effect
PPy, PANI and PEDOT can undergo considerable volume change when being switched between redox states, suggesting another two potential applications [157] [158] [159] [160] : to serve as bioactuators and artificial muscles [14, 16, 161] . Similarly to natural muscle, these polymers are capable of exerting a controlled mechanical force based on an electrochemical reaction and can work in physiological fluids [16] . Conductive polymers are already used in, for example, blood vessel sealers and microgrippers [16] . Conductive polymer-based actuators require only a small amount of electrical potential (in the range of 1 V) to function, can exert quite strong mechanical forces (1 MPa) with volume changes of up to 35% [162] , are lightweight and can function at physiological temperatures [15, 16] . Their greatest limitation is their slow reaction speed, thus methods to increase the ion mobility in such polymers (i.e. allowing faster doping/dedoping) are currently being sought [15, 16] . There are two phenomena behind the electrically induced volume change: (i) changes in the structure of the polymer backbone; and (ii) the osmotic movement of solvents in and out of the polymer [161] . The osmotic movement is caused by the change in ionic content in the polymer upon doping/dedoping during the redox switch [161] . The extent of the volume change and whether the polymer expands or contracts during reduction or oxidation depends on the choice of dopant [76, 157] . For example, it has been noted that CS-, DS-, HA-and PMAS-doped PPy films expand, while PPy-pTS films contract during reduction [76] . This is because there are two different ways in which the polymer can maintain its charge balance when an electrical potential is applied: it can happen by either expulsing the dopant or, if the dopant is not mobile, by incorporating cations/anions from the electrolyte surrounding the polymer [157, 163] . Expulsion leads to contraction, while incorporation results in expansion [157] . Therefore the mobility of the dopant defines whether the polymer will undergo contraction or expulsion when reduced/oxidized [157, 163] .
Mechanical stimulation has well-known benefits for tissue engineering and is widely used to influence the behaviour of cells [164, 165] . With this in mind, Svennersten et al. [166] developed a PPy-based microactuator system on a chip. This system was successfully used to deliver mechanical stimulation to individual renal epithelial cells. The stimulation resulted in increased internal calcium levels, a known cellular response to mechanical stimulation [166] [167] [168] .
To the best of the authors' knowledge, no study, other than the one conducted by Svennersten et al. [166] , has been performed exploiting the electromechanical capability of PPy, PANI and PED-OT for tissue engineering purposes. This is very surprising, considering that the properties of these polymers (e.g. the ability to function in physiological fluids [16] or at a low working voltage [162] ) lend themselves to such an application.
The next generation of conductive polymers
There is an ongoing effort to develop a more biocompatible and inherently biodegradable conductive polymer [18] . Conductive quaterthiophene and biodegradable ester have been combined to create QAPE, a novel polymer that was shown to support Schwann cells [18] . Another novel conductive polymer, ATQD, was synthesized from the emeraldine form of amino-capped aniline trimers [48] . When combined with RGD, ATQD was observed to support PC-12 adhesion and proliferation, and to induce spontaneous neuritogenesis even in the absence of neurotrophic growth factors [48] . Polypyrrole-thiophene (PPy-PTh) oligomers were successfully combined with ester linkages to create another biodegradable conductive polymer [4] . The degradation of PPy-PTh produced oligomers that could be consumed by macrophages, lowering the chance of any long-term adverse effect in vivo [4] . PPy was modified to create poly(3,4-alkylenedioxypyrrole) (PXDOP) [54] . PXDOP possesses increased electrochemical stability, retaining a greater proportion of its conductivity even after 3000 reduction-oxidation cycles, increasing the useful lifetime of the polymer [54] .
Polylactide (PLA) and aniline pentamer (AP) were combined to create PLA-b-AP-b-PLA (PAP) [116] . PAP was found to be biodegradable and biocompatible, to have excellent processibility and to possess a conductivity similar to PANI's [116] . However, the mechanical properties of PAP are not good enough for practical application; hence the polymer was modified to give an alternative combination of PLA and AP: PLAAP [3] . PLAAP has all the advantages of PAP but possesses improved mechanical properties [3] .
AP has also been synthesized with chitosan, and its presence it the composite was shown to be essential for inducing PC-12 differentiation and neurite formation [169] .
PAP was combined with glycine ethyl ester to increase cell attachment, producing polyphosphazene [51] . Polyphosphazene is conductive, soluble in common organic solvents, degrades in water into harmless products, and was shown to support RSC96 Schwann cell adhesion and proliferations in vitro [51, 115] . A great advantage of polyphosphazene is that it can be made with side groups of amino acid ester, imidazole, alcohol and polyether, making grafting of further biomolecules a relatively simple task [51, 115] . PANI has been modified to produce poly(aniline-co-ethyl 3-aminobenzoate) [170] and poly(aniline-co-3-aminobenzoic acid) [171] . These copolymers, when electrospun together with PLA, have been noted not only to support the proliferation of COS-1 fibroblasts, but also to possess a very high antibacterial activity, making them excellent materials for skin tissue engineering and wound dressing substrates [170, 171] .
Conductive polymers can now be synthesized in many versatile ways. Their biocompatibility has been well characterized. Many methods are available for rendering them biodegradable. What can still be improved?
The biocompatibility of these polymers has mostly been tested with cancer-derived cell lines. These cell lines are very resilient; therefore, in the authors' opinion, it would be desirable to more extensively test conductive polymers using primary and stem cells. These cells are much more sensitive to the culture conditions and are the ones that will be used in a clinical setting. Many promising composite, modified and co-polymer forms of PPy, PANI and PED-OT exist, but the synthesis of these is not always straightforward. An inexpensive, off-the-shelf, easy-to-use version of them is desirable -one that does not require cytotoxic or hazardous reagents for synthesis. The fatigue of conductive polymers with repeated ES [11] is a serious hindrance. Novel polymers, like PXDOP [54] , show great promise, but more work is still necessary in this regard. Reliable electrical performance, together with the ability to bind large quantities of molecules over the long term and release them in a well controllable manner, would be very beneficial for drug release applications and tissue engineering.
Conclusion
The greatest advantage of conductive polymers is their vast versatility (Fig. 9) . The key to this is the dopant. The choice of dopant defines the properties of the polymer and allows its functionalization for a specific application [8, 15] . Using ES, the dopant can be expelled and incorporated again into the polymer, allowing the control of these preset physical properties [3, 16] . If the chosen biomolecule cannot be used as the dopant, it can still be incorporated using an intermediating doping molecule [36] . If doping is not the right way to make the conductive polymer better suited for an application, physical adsorption, entrapment and covalent bonding offer alternative routes [15] . Synthesizing chemically or electrochemically, perhaps as composites, electrospun fibres or hydrogels, can also be used to improve the usefulness of the end product [39, 55, 57] . The conductive polymer substrate will be biocompatible [1, 67] , and can be made biodegradable through various methods [47, 58] . Applying an electrical signal through a conductive polymer substrate allows the behaviour of the cells or tissue cultured upon it to be influenced [20, 23, 109] using an electrical or electromechanical stimulus [157] . These multiple levels, where conductive polymers can be easily modified, grant a degree of control over the properties of the material, before and after synthesis, that no other material can provide. This is why we believe that we will soon be seeing a lot more examples of the application of this smart material in tissue engineering, and we hope that we were able to convince the reader of the same.
